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Mass Violence

•An incident in which large number of individuals are 
targeted intentionally for harm

•Types of Mass Violence can be separated based on 
motivation and setting





Policy



Terrorism



Bombing



Gas



Arson



Vehicle



Knife



Gun



Mass shootings are difficult to research

•Rare events
•Depends on definition

•Multiple Variables
•Depends on definition and categorization



Dataset Definition
Citizens Crime Commission of New York City Four or more victims killed, occurred in a public place, 

and was unrelated to another crime (e.g., robbery, 
domestic violence)

Congressional Research Service Multiple homicide incident in which four or more 
victims are murdered with firearms—not including the 
offender(s)—within one event, and in one or more 
locations in close geographical proximity

Everytown for Gun Safety An incident in which four or more people, not including 
the shooter, are killed with a firearm

FBI Active Shooter Incidents One or more individuals actively engaged in killing or 
attempting to kill people in a populated area. Implicit in 
this definition is the shooter’s use of one or more 
firearms. This report excludes gang and drug related 
shootings and gun related incidents that appeared not 
to have put other people in peril (e.g., the accidental 
discharge of a firearm in a bar)

Gun Violence Archive Four or more victims killed or injured by gun violence in 
a single time frame, with no cooling down period, not 

     



Dataset Definition
Los Angeles Times No definition

Mother Jones A single attack in a public place in which four or more victims 
were killed (1982-2012) or three or more victims were killed 
(2013-2019). Excluded are shootings stemming from more 
conventionally motivated crimes such as armed robbery or 
gang violence

Everytown for Gun Safety An incident in which four or more people, not including the 
shooter, are killed with a firearm

New York City Police Department A person(s) actively engaged in killing or attempting to kill 
people in a confined and populated area. This definition is 
limited to include only cases that spill beyond an intended 
victim to involve others, including bystanders and collateral 
casualties. Excluded are gang-related shootings, shootings 
that solely occurred in domestic settings, robberies, drive-by 
shootings, attacks that did not involve a firearm, and attacks 
categorized primarily as hostage-taking incidents

Stanford 3 or more shooting victims (not necessarily fatalities), not 
including the shooter. The shooting must not be identifiably 
gang, drug, or organized crime related



Definitions of Mass Shooting

•Most variety occurs in number of victims

•Other differences include:
•Victim Definition (fatality or injury)

•Geography

•Intent

•Setting





Multiple Variables

•With typology based on relatively little constraint (such as just 
number and geography), research is difficult

•By applying categories to a standard definition, more consistent 
data can be ascertained

•Can lead to prevention

•Need a reliable consistent definition and typology



Typologies of Mass Shooters

Author Categories

Dietz Family annihilators
Pseudocammando
Set and Run Killers

Holmes & Holmes The above 3 plus
Disciples
Disgruntled Employees

Levin and Fox Revenge
Warped sense of love
Oriented towards profit

Kelleher Revenge
Perverted love
Politics and hate
Sexual homicide
Mass Execution
Insane



Typologies of Mass Shooters

Author Categories

Pette Anger/Revenge
Domestic/Romantic
Direct interpersonal conflict
Felony related
Gang motivated
Politically motivated
Non-specific



Classification of Mass Shootings

Mass 
Shooting

Non 
Stranger 
Deaths

School College Domestic 
Violence Workplace

Stranger 
Deaths

Lone Actor 
Terrorism

Collateral 
Damage

In 
Commission 
of a Crime

Anger Mental 
Illness



School Shooting

•Shooting committed by a current or 
former student at that school

•Does not include all shootings at a 
school
•Schools are commonly known as soft targets
•Often targeted for maximum shock and harm

•Students are wanting to attack/seek 
revenge at a place where they are known



College Shooting

•Shooting committed by a 
current or former student at 
that college

•Separate from domestic 
violence and workplace, which 
both can occur at that college or 
university



Workplace Shooting

•An individual targets and kills 
coworkers, including supervisors

•Would not include shooting 
customers

•Includes many post office 
massacres



Domestic Violence Shooting

•A shooting in which all victims are co-
residents/intimate partners or family 
members, including in-laws

•Does not include events in which 
there is a stranger targeted and killed

•May be the most common massacre 
in the United States

•Familicide



Stranger Mass Shootings

Agoracide



Agoracide

•An event in which an individual targets and intends to kill individuals 
with he or she has no prior relationship with

•Does not include serial killers but could include spree killers

•Separated by motive

•Definition should be lowered to one fatality if the intent was there to 
kill more



Motives of Agoracide

•Lone Actor Terrorism

•In Commission of a Crime

•Mental Illness

•Anger

•Collateral Damage



Lone Actor Terrorism

A mass shooting with the Lone Actor Terrorism motive is one in which 
the shooting is performed in order to achieve a desired political 
objective. These individuals usually have contact or loose affiliations 
with an organized terror or hate group but have not been subject to 
formal training. In contrast to a terror attack, lone wolf terrorists 
usually are radicalized in their place of origin and commit their act in 
the same or similar place. 



In Commission of a Crime

A mass shooting within the Commission of a 
Crime Motive is one in which the individual’s 
main motive is some other illegal act besides 
murder. This usually includes theft. For 
example, if an individual commits a robbery 
and then murders multiple witnesses. 

GOOD GUYS!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9ifgGO9REE


Mental Illness

A mass shooting with a Mental Illness Motive is 
one in which an individual is acting because of 
psychosis (delusions, hallucinations, 
disorganized thoughts or behavior). Such 
individuals could be suffering from 
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, severe 
depression, among other reasons. Substance 
induced psychosis would also be included in 
this motive.  The hallmark of this motive is that 
but for the mental illness, the shooting would 
not have occurred. 



Anger

A mass shooting with an Anger Motive is one in 
which the individual is angry at a specific entity or 
the world at large. This anger is usually the result 
of narcissism or other personality traits, not 
delusional thinking. This anger is not limited to the 
other types of mass shootings, such as domestic 
or workplace violence. Often referred to as an 
injustice collector, this individual often feels as 
though he or she has been unjustly targeted or 
persecuted, is hypersensitive and easily offended. 
This motive would also include revenge.



Collateral Damage

A mass shooting with a Collateral Damage Motive is 
one in which the individual intended to harm a specific 
individual. However, after accomplishing this goal, the 
individual continues to harm others, including 
individuals that he or she has never met and may not 
be related to the subject of their anger at all. For 
example, an individual who kills his wife at work but 
then kills other co-workers, customers or other 
strangers.  A Collateral Damage Motive will usually 
stem from another type of mass shooting outside of 
stranger mass shooting, such as domestic or 
workplace violence.



Development of Cases



Collecting Information

•Relied on google searches of mostly media reports

•Avoided Wikipedia 

•Utilized systematic search strategy

•Incognito mode to help standardize search results



Systematic Search Strategy

•Shooter’s first and last name in quotations

•“James Holmes”

•Followed by:

•Shooting

•“Psych”

•“Mental Illness”



Collecting Information

•Every link for two pages was reviewed and saved as a pdf 
if it had:
•Relevant 
•Non-redundant information
•Information compiled into a short synopsis by medical 
students

•1-3 pages



Analysis of Cases

•Synopsis and all supporting information was 
provided to 5 Board Certified Forensic Psychiatrists 
located around the country and with different 
training backgrounds

•Asked to rate each case by motive on a 1-5 Likert 
scale

•Asked which motive the case most closely fit



Reviewer Instructions



Category

Raters ANGER COLLATERAL COMMISSION OF A CRIME LONE WOLF TERRORISM PSYCHOSIS Total

KM 153 3 4 14 30 204

MS 91 52 7 20 29 199

RM 156 3 4 15 41 219

RF 80 61 6 18 54 219

SH 109 50 6 12 42 219

Average 117.8 33.8 5.4 15.8 39.2 212.00



Results

•N=219

•Gwet’s AC1 =.56

•Overall agreement 66%



Conclusion

•Mass shootings are tragic events

•The medical and public health profession is not helpless 
to aid in prevention

•Most mass shootings are not secondary to mental illness



Questions?
Jason.Beaman@okstate.edu

@sanitydoc

mailto:Jason.Beaman@okstate.edu
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